Involta Cloud PlatformSM
Agility and Freedom in Your
Growing Cloud Estate

Today, companies are learning that the cloud helps them drive huge
savings in time and costs. But the cloud also introduces a new set
of challenges: multi-cloud vendor management, management of
consumption, and new security and compliance concerns.
IT teams need ways to provide support for all cloud technology stack
layers (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, etc.) and be able to orchestrate capabilities
across all of them in order to deliver resilient, scalable, high performing
virtual resources.

The Involta Cloud PlatformSM offers a rich set of capabilities that will expand across your entire cloud estate; public, private, and
hybrid. It can provide Orchestration, Transformation, Optimization, and Compliance for both new and existing cloud infrastructure.

Orchestration
–– Automation is the bedrock of orchestration, which
arranges and coordinates automated tasks into a
consolidated process or workflow.
–– Orchestration helps IT departments preserve the agility
and self-service model of the cloud while allowing them
to retain control.

Transformation
–– Transformation services help organizations get into the
cloud quickly and efficiently, whether that involves netnew application deployments, refactoring/modernizing,
or lift-and-shift.
–– Transformation also helps organizations reduce the time
it takes to implement cloud services, increase the speed
of development and deployment, and decrease the time
and cost to migrate some workloads to the public cloud
as well as modernizing others.
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Optimization
–– Cloud management services that are focused on
optimizing cloud deployment include; cost monitoring
and metering, consumption management and cost
optimization, and remediation.
–– Optimization also ensures that cloud benefits are
immediately realized. Ongoing optimization efforts would
typically require the use of either financial insight and
analytics or consumption management and optimization
tools. Involta Cloud PlatformSM helps provide these insights.

Compliance
–– Compliance measures are met through control of people,
process, tools, and technology, eliminating exposed risks
and elevated costs from unplanned work and shadow IT.
–– Cloud management services creates consistent
governance procedures across all clouds and regions so
that compliance can be achieved as well as improved
security and adherence to best practices.
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